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Structures and features are opposite approaches in building representations for object recognition. Bridging the two is an essential problem in pattern recognition as the two opposite types
of information are fundamentally di®erent. As dissimilarities can be computed for both the
dissimilarity representation can be used to combine the two. Attributed graphs contain
structural as well as feature-based information. Neglecting the attributes yields a pure structural description. Isolating the features and neglecting the structure represents objects by a bag
of features. In this paper we will show that weighted combinations of dissimilarities may perform better than these two extremes, indicating that these two types of information are essentially di®erent and strengthen each other. In addition we present two more advanced
integrations than weighted combining and show that these may improve the classi¯cation
performances even further.
Keywords : Graph edit distance; graph kernel; multiple instance learning.

1. Introduction
Most techniques from statistics, machine learning and pattern recognition that
have been developed, such as dimension reduction, clustering, classi¯cation and
regression tasks, have been applied to numerical data. These techniques have
been applied with the assumption that data can be represented in a vector space
where each feature forms a dimension of the space. However, for structural data, a
data object includes not only the numerical feature values but also the interrelationships between features. Structural information is essential in areas such as
bioinformatics and social network analysis. Here, objects such as chemical compounds or network structures include not only numerical feature values, but also
inter-relationships that can be modeled by graphs. Traditional machine learning
and pattern recognition techniques for statistical data, however, cannot be applied
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directly to structural data because graph data cannot be embedded into a vector
space in a straightforward manner.
How to utilize these two sources of information at the same time is a crucial issue.
A naive way of thinking is to assume these sources to be independent, and apply
statistical pattern recognition approaches to only features and structural pattern
recognition approaches to only structures to obtain two (dis)similarity measures.
These two results can then be combined with mathematical operations such as sum
or product to derive a joint (dis)similarity measure.
However, as we have mentioned earlier, structure is usually the inter-relationships
of features. Therefore, it might take more information into account if these two
sources can be considered at the same time for comparing objects. More importantly,
if two objects have very similar features, it is not possible to distinguish them, but if
these objects have di®erent structures, then the probability of separating them is
much higher, and vice versa.
In structural pattern recognition,3,7,10,13,28 one of the most fundamental issues is
the lack of techniques to embed the structural data objects into one and the same
vector space. Currently, most problems can only be solved by deriving pairwise
dissimilarities between such objects and deciding on the class of a new, unseen
structural object based on the class of its nearest neighbor.14 Most techniques from
statistics, machine learning and pattern recognition15,17,25,27,48 can analyze data sets
that can typically be represented in a ¯xed-dimensional numerical vector space by
means of so-called feature vectors. Unfortunately, this means that an essential part of
these versatile and powerful techniques cannot be applied directly to the nonvectorial, structural data. In consequence, being able to turn structural data into a
proper vectorial representation, the principal machine learning and pattern recognition tools could be utilized to the bene¯t of structural pattern recognition problems. Currently, in real-world applications, structural data is often simpli¯ed into
numerical data by neglecting the structures and discarding inconsistent information.
Methods such as graph edit distance or graph kernels use both structure and feature
representations, but usually put more emphasis on structures. One can also combine
these two sources of information by assuming their independence and have an average sum of two individual distance measurements. To utilize both feature and
structure representations in a °exible and smooth setting, we propose the modi¯ed
graph edit distance and the modi¯ed shortest path graph kernel.
Graph edit distance9,40,42,43,45,46 is one of the most simple and intuitive approaches to compute the distances between graphs. The idea is to ¯nd the minimal cost
for transforming one graph to the other. To de¯ne the cost for the graph edit distance, one has to set weights for nodes and edges. However, there is no adjusting
between feature and structure representations. To have a better understanding of
the utilization of both types of information, in this work we propose the modi¯ed
graph edit distance which includes an extra parameter which controls the impact of
these two di®erent sources of information. As a result, the modi¯ed graph distance
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can compute dissimilarity matrices for using only pure structures, the combination of
both structures and feature representations and pure feature representations.
Graph kernels20,22,26 often express the similarity of two graphs by summing over
the similarities between all subparts, such as walks, trees or paths, between these
graphs. Similar graphs should have similar subparts and therefore a high similarity
value, while di®erent graphs should have less subparts that match. For instance, the
shortest path kernel4 sums the similarities between shortest paths between any two
connected nodes in the graphs. This similarity is measured using both the nodes and
edges of the paths involved. Here again, there is no way to tune how much impact
these sources of information have on the similarity of the path. Here we propose a
modi¯ed shortest path kernel where an extra parameter controls this impact.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, an overview of multiple
instance learning, graph edit distance and graph kernels is given. A small toy example is given in Sec. 3 to show the necessity of utilizing both structure and feature
representations. The modi¯ed procedures of graph edit distance and shortest path
kernel which include an extra parameter to control the impact of structure and
feature information are described in Sec. 4. Simulation results are presented in Sec. 5.
Finally, conclusions and discussions are given in Sec. 6.
2. Related Work
Graphs often have di®erent numbers of nodes, and therefore are di±cult to represent
by a ¯xed-size vector. Hence, it is very challenging to handle even only the features in
graphs with classical statistical pattern recognition techniques. By considering only
the features on the nodes of a graph, each graph becomes a set of feature points, and
the size of this set varies. Multiple-instance learning (MIL)2,12,16,32,47,50 is one of the
most well-known approaches for ¯nding classi¯ers for bags of instances, where the
number of instances in each bag can be di®erent. Therefore, it is suitable for computing distances between graphs if only features are considered.
There are also many techniques for computing distances between graphs, and
they can be roughly divided into three groups: graph spectra, graph edit distance and
graph kernels. The most well-known graph spectral are the sets of eigenvectors
and eigenvalues derived by performing an eigendecomposition of the adjacency
matrix or a derived representation of a graph. There are di®erent variants of such
spectra,11,30,38,51 which are also much used in embedding and comparing graphs. All
these spectral methods, however, su®er from an elementary shortcoming as they are
only capable of embedding graphs with no features on the nodes. Graph edit distance
and graph kernels on the other hand can use both structure and feature representations, and therefore we focus on developing modi¯ed procedures for these two
approaches to include a mechanism for adjusting the impact between the feature and
structure representations in this work.
In the following, we give brief introductions on MIL, graph edit distance and
graph kernel.
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2.1. Multiple instance learning
In MIL it is assumed that an object is represented by a structureless collection of
feature vectors, or, in MIL terminology, a bag of instances.16 Objects are assumed to
come from a positive or negative class, and typically it is assumed that objects from
the positive class contain at least one instance from a so-called concept. The task of a
classi¯er is then to identify if one of the instances belong to the concept, and label the
object then to the positive class. Many MIL algorithms therefore contain an optimization strategy to search for the most informative instance per bag, and create a
model of the concept. The original model proposed by Ref. 16 was an axis-parallel
rectangle that was grown and shrunk to best cover the area of the concept. It is
applied to a drug discovery problem where molecules have to be distinguished based
on their shape into active and inactive molecules. It appears that this rectangular
model ¯ts well with the molecule shape classi¯cation, but it is less successful in other
applications.
A probabilistic description of the MIL problem was given by Ref. 32. The concept
is modeled by a general probabilistic model (typically an axis-parallel Gaussian is
used). Unfortunately, the optimization of the parameters requires a computationally
expensive maximization of an likelihood that is adapted to include the constraint
that at least one of the instances in a positive bag has a high concept probability.
Newer methods often avoid the modeling of the concept by a density model, and try
to separate concept instances from background instances using a discriminative
approach.1,49
In time, more and more classi¯cation problems are identi¯ed as MIL problems,
but the assumption of the presence of a single concept often does not hold. For many
applications the overall distribution of instance is actually informative, and therefore
training on all instances is feasible, or the application of general bag similarities.21
2.2. Graph de¯nitions
A graph is a set of nodes connected by edges in its most general form. Consider
the graph G ¼ ðV ; E; ; Þ with
—
—
—
—

the
the
the
the

node set V ¼ fv1 ; v2 ; . . . ; vn g
edge set E ¼ fe1 ; e2 ; . . . ; em g  V  V
node labeling function  : V ! L
edge labeling function  : E ! L,

where n is the total number of nodes in the graph and is usually called the graph size,
and m is the total number of edges in the graph. Edges, e1 ; e2 ; . . . ; em , are given by
pairs of nodes ðvi ; vj Þ 2 E, where vi denotes the source node and vj is the target node
of a directed edge for directed graphs. By adding a reverse edge ðvj ; vi Þ for each edge,
the undirected graphs can also be easily modeled. The node and edge labeling
functions can assign either a set of integers 2 R n , or a set of symbolic labels
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ð‘ ¼ a; b; c; . . .Þ. Furthermore, by assigning all the nodes the same label, one can
obtain the unlabeled graphs. Similarly, by assigning all the edges the same label, one
can derive unweighted graphs.
In a graph, a walk of length l is de¯ned as a sequence of nodes ðv1 ; v2 ; . . . ;vlþ1 Þ
where ðvi ; viþ1 Þ 2 E; 1  i  l. A path is a walk ðv1 ; v2 ; . . . ; vlþ1 Þ such that
vi 6¼ vj $ i 6¼ j.
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2.3. Graph edit distance
A common way to de¯ne the dissimilarity of two graphs is to measure the minimal
distortion that is needed for transforming one graph into the other. Graph edit
distance is one of the most °exible ways for measuring dissimilarity between pairs of
graphs. A standard set of edit distance operations to de¯ne distortion includes insertion, deletion and substitution of both nodes and edges. The substitution of two
nodes vi and vj is denoted by ðvi ! vj Þ, the deletion of node vi is by ðvi ! Þ, and the
insertion of node vj is by ð ! vj Þ. Similar notations are also applied to edges. For
each edit operation, a cost is given for measuring the strength of the corresponding
operation and is to de¯ne whether an edit operation represents a strong modi¯cation
of the graph. Given two graphs, the source graph G1 and the target graph G2 , the
idea is to delete some nodes and edges from G1 , relabel some of the remaining nodes
and edges and probably insert some nodes and edges, such that G1 is completely
transformed into G2 . The dissimilarity between the two is given by the cost of a
sequence of edit operation (so-called edit path) that transforms G1 into G2 . For a
pair of graphs G1 and G2 , there could be a number of di®erent edit paths transforming G1 into G2 , and the minimum cost edit path between two graphs is the edit
distance of two graphs.
To ¯nd the optimal graph edit distance, the A  searching tree6,24 is often used.
However, the computational complexity for such algorithm is exponential in the
number of nodes of the involved graphs. To cope better with the problem, in Ref. 40 a
suboptimal method is proposed. The idea is to decompose graphs into sets of subgraphs consist of only one node and its connecting edges. The graph matching
problem is then reduced to the problem of ¯nding the optimal match between the
sets of subgraphs by a bipartite matching procedure. This method aims for the
suboptimal solutions and therefore generally returns an approximate graph edit
distance.
The process of graph matching can be seen as an assignment problem by assigning
the nodes of graph G1 to the nodes of graph G2 , such that the overall edit costs are
minimal. One of the most commonly used methods for solving the assignment
problem is Munkres' algorithm.33 Despite the assignment of the nodes is with the
minimal cost, the edit path found by this method is only suboptimal. The reason is
that edge operations are always implied by node operations. Munkres' algorithm
¯nds the minimum cost of the node assignment, without considering edge edit
operations. The costs of these implied edge operations are added at the end of the
1260005-5
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Examples of 2 graphs (a) g1 ; (b) g2 .

computation. Hence, the node assignment and the implied edge assignments found
by the algorithm is not necessary corresponding to the optimal graph edit path.
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) are two example of graphs g1 and g2 . In order to compute
the distance between g1 and g2 , these two graphs are decomposed node by node into
local structures as those in the right and left side of Fig. 2. Each graph is represented
by a set of nodes with their connecting edges. Then the problem becomes ¯nding the
best assignment between these two sets of nodes with their connecting edges.
2.4. Graph kernels
A common approach to de¯ne kernels on graphs is to decompose the graphs into sets
of substructures and count the number of matching substructures, i.e. the number of
substructures in the intersection of the two sets. This is also called the intersection
kernel.26 Let X1 and X2 be respectively the sets of substructures of graphs G1 and G2 .
The intersection kernel is then de¯ned as:
K\ ðG1 ; G2 Þ ¼ jX1 \ X2 j:

ð1Þ

This is equivalent to26:
KðG1 ; G2 Þ ¼

X
xi 2X1 ;xj 2X2

k ðxi ; xj Þ:

ð2Þ

Di®erent substructures have been used to de¯ne such kernels, such as walks,22,29
subtrees39 or cycles.26 For instance, the random walk kernel counts the number of
matching walks in two graphs. The match kwalk is originally de¯ned to re°ect an
exact match between node labels. In Ref. 5, this de¯nition is extended to:
kwalk ððv1 ; v2 ; . . . ; vl Þ; ðw1 ; w2 ; . . . ; wl ÞÞ ¼ kstep ððvi ; viþ1 Þ; ðwi ; wiþ1 ÞÞ;

ð3Þ

where
kstep ððvi ; vj Þ; ðwi ; wj ÞÞ ¼ knode ðvi ; wi Þ  knode ðvj ; wj Þ  kedge ððvi ; vj Þ; ðwi ; wj ÞÞ

ð4Þ

and where knode and kedge are kernels on node and edge labels (for instance, Radial
Basis Function kernels).
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Fig. 2.

Example of the suboptimal graph edit distance approach.

For random walks, Eq. (2) cannot be used directly because it is not possible to
enumerate all the walks in a graph, as going back and forth between nodes
(\tottering") is permitted. However, an approach to ¯nd the KðG1 ; G2 Þ without
explicitly doing the calculation is proposed in Ref. 22. Unfortunately, this approach
requires the inversion of a jV1 j  jV2 j  jV1 j  jV2 j matrix, which leads to large time
and memory requirements, especially for large graphs.
Next to being computationally expensive, the random walk and other similar
kernels often have limited expressiveness, as pointed or walks which totter in°ate the
similarity value of two graphs, so that even two (globally) very di®erent graphs can
have a high similarity. Using paths instead of walks can help the tottering problem,
however, the computation of this kernel is NP-hard.
1260005-7
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Therefore in Ref. 4 a kernel based on only shortest paths, which can be computed in polynomial time, is proposed. In this kernel, a graph G1 is ¯rst transformed into a shortest path graph S1 , such that if there is a path of length
l between two nodes in G1 , there is an edge with label l between these nodes in.
Because any walk ðv1 ; v2 ; . . . ; vlþ1 Þ in G1 is reduced to a shortest path representation ðv1 ; vlþ1 ; lÞ in S1 , the kernel can be computed as the random walk kernel on
walks of length 1.
X
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Kshortpath ðG1 ; G2 Þ ¼

kpath ððvi ; vj Þ; ðwi ; wj ÞÞ;

ð5Þ

ðvi ;vj Þ2E1 ;ðwi ;wj Þ2E2

where the kernel on two paths is de¯ned as:
kpath ððvi ; vj Þ; ðwi ; wj ÞÞ ¼ knode ðvi ; wi Þ  knode ðvj ; wj Þ  kedge ððvi ; vj Þ; ðwi ; wj ÞÞ:

ð6Þ

3. A Toy Example
In this section, we use a toy example to illustrate the limitations of using only
features or only structures.
Consider the example in Fig. 3. Looking only at the features, there are two bags of
instances f0,1,0g and f0,0,1g which have a distance of 0 with many common MIL
measurements. On the other hand, the structure of G1 and G2 is also identical.
Simply averaging between distances on the feature representations and on the
structure representations will not be able to highlight the di®erence between the
graphs, therefore an approach that takes both types of information into account is
necessary.

4. Modi¯ed Procedures
In this section, we modify the graph edit distance in Sec. 2.3 and the shortest path
kernel in Sec. 2.4 to include an extra parameter for controlling the impact of
structure and feature representations.
0

1

1

0

0

0
G1

G2
Fig. 3. Toy example.
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4.1. Modi¯ed graph edit distance for bridging feature
and structure representations
Here we extend the idea proposed in Ref. 40 which is introduced in Sec. 2.3
by separating the cost matrix C into two parts: CF for features and CS for structure.
The cost matrix C becomes the weighted sum of these two matrices CF and CS
in the form of C ¼ CS þ ð1  ÞCF , where  is an user-de¯ned parameter. It is
more general than the original graph edit distance method in the sense that the
feature and structure representations are scaled by the parameter  which decides
how much feature and structure representations should be used in the distance
measurement.
The cost matrices for structure CS and feature CF are by de¯nition quadratic and
are de¯ned as
1
0
s1;2    s1;m
s1; 1    1
s
C
B 1;1
B
.. C
Bs
1 s2;   
. C
C
B 2;1 s2;2    s2;m
C
B .
..
..
..
..
..
..
C
B .
.
.
. 1 C
.
.
.
B .
C
B
C
B
B sn;1 sn;2    sn;m
1    1 sn; C
C
CS ¼ B
ð7Þ
C
B
C
Bs
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0
0
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0
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B 1 s;2
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B
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C
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C
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.
1
.
0
.
.
.
A
@
1 1    s;m
0
 0
0
nþm;nþm
and
0

f1;1

f1;2

B
B
Bf
B 2;1 f2;2
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..
B .
.
B .
B
B
B fn;1 fn;2
CF ¼ B
B
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B ;1 1
B
B
B 1 f;2
B
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.
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1 1
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1
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1
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.
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0

0



0
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.

0
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0



1
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.
1
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0

1
..
.

1

C
C
C
C
C
C
1 C
C
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fn; C
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;
C
0 C
C
.. C
C
. C
C
C
0 C
A
0
nþm;nþm

ð8Þ

where si;j and fi;j denote the feature and structure costs of a node substitution, si;
and fi; denote the feature and structure costs of a node deletion ðvi ! Þ, and s;j
and f;j denote the feature and structure costs of a node insertion ð ! vj Þ.
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To keep the simplicity of the approach, fi;j is the feature di®erence of node i and j,
that is, the distance of two feature vectors from node i and j. If the graphs are with
pure structure which means there are no feature vectors on the nodes, fi;j is set to 0.
fi; and f;j are the distance of the feature vector to the origin.
Similarly, si;j is the di®erence of numbers of edges between node i and j. If the
graphs are with pure features which means there are no edges on the nodes, si;j is set
to 0. si; and s;j are the number of edges of node i and node j, respectively.
The left upper corner of both cost matrices CF and CS represent the costs of
all possible node substitutions, the diagonal of the right upper corner the costs of all
possible node deletions, and the diagonal of the bottom left corner the costs of all
possible node insertions. Note that each node can be deleted or inserted at most once.
Therefore any nondiagonal element of the right-upper and left-lower part is set to 1.
The bottom right corner of the cost matrices is set to zero since substitutions of the
form ð ! Þ should not cause any cost.
By restricting the scaling parameter  between 0 and 1, the new cost matrix C can
be computed as CS þ ð1  ÞCF . Based on the new cost matrix C, Munkres' algorithm can be executed to ¯nd the best assignment between the nodes of two
graphs. Consequently, each node of graph G1 is either uniquely assigned to a node of
G2 , or to the deletion node . Vice versa, each node of graph G2 is either uniquely
assigned to a node of G1 , or to the insertion node . The  nodes in G1 and G2
corresponding to rows n þ 1; . . . ; n þ m and columns m þ 1; . . . ; m þ n that are not
used cancel each other out without any costs.
After ¯nding the optimal node assignment between a pair of graphs, the implied
edge costs need to be added to the cost computed with the Munkres' algorithm to
derive the real graph edit cost.
4.2. Modi¯ed graph kernel
We use the shortest path kernel from Ref. 4 as the starting point. The kernel
on two paths is de¯ned as in Eq. (6). For simplicity of notation, let kpath ¼
kstart  kend  kedge . These kernels may themselves also be a product of di®erent kernels. In the original problem domain of protein prediction, multiple types of labels for
nodes and edges are present. The kernel on nodes is then a product of kernels on the
di®erent labels of these nodes. We restrict ourselves to a case where nodes and edges
only have a numeric label, and use a simple choice for both knode and kedge , namely the
\bridge kernel". This kernel converts a distance between two vectors to a similarity
value between 0 and a prede¯ned threshold c, as follows:
kðxi ; xj Þ ¼ maxð0; c  jxi ; xj jÞ:

ð9Þ

To be able to vary the amount of in°uence that the features and structure have on
the shortest path kernel, we want to introduce a parameter  2 ½0; 1 in such a way
that for  ¼ 1, kpath is only in°uenced by the node kernels, and for  ¼ 0 it is only
in°uenced by the edge kernel. Because in the original formulation, kpath is a product
1260005-10
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and not a sum, we cannot apply  in a straightforward, weighted averaging way. A
possible way to let  in°uence the product is:
kpath ¼ ðkstart  kend Þ   ðkedge Þ 1 :

ð10Þ

Note that this approach does not guarantee that the kernel is positive de¯nite,
however, the information contained in such kernels may still be of interest.37
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5. Experiments
In this section, we compare the performance of the modi¯ed procedures with the
weighted average of structure and feature representations using the 1-nearest
neighbor classi¯er14 in the original space (1nnc), the 1-nearest neighbor in the dissimilarity space (1nndc) and support vector machines (svc)48 in the dissimilarity
space.8,35,36,4143 All the classi¯ers are built with the PRTOOLS.19
Dissimilarity space has became a common way for representing graphs lately.
First, a subset of graphs is selected as the prototype set with R objects. Next, all the
dissimilarities between all graphs and the prototype set are computed. Now each
graph is represented by its R dissimilarities. This representation is called the dissimilarity representation. The features of the graphs de¯ned in this way are the
distances to the other graphs but not intrinsic features that, for instance, encode the
linkages between nodes within a graph.
Two real-world datasets, i.e. COIL-100 dataset34 and Mutagenicity,44 are used in
the experiments. The COIL-100 dataset consists of images of 100 di®erent objects.
Images of each objects are taken at intervals of 5 degrees, resulting in 72 images per
object or 72 images per class. However, in our experiments, we do not use all
available images. Only 10 classes (10, 13, 18, 40, 44, 49, 51, 61, 65, 66) are used.
These 10 classes of images are selected because they have the lowest one-against-all
performance, i.e. are relatively di±cult to classify compared to the other classes.
Figure 4 shows an example image of each object from these 10 classes.
Three di®erent datasets, i.e. coil-segment, coil-harris and coil-sift, of graphs are
then generated from these 720 images. This is done as follows:
The coil-segment dataset is obtained by ¯rst converting the color images to
grayscale,a applying a mean-shift algorithm to get homogeneous graylevel segments,
and ¯nally removing image segments that were smaller than 50 pixels. A structure
graph was obtained by connecting the segments in the graph that also have some
neighboring pixels in the image domain. Overall, each image has around 310
segments.
The coil-harris dataset is directly obtained from the coil-del dataset in the IAM
graph database.44 To derive graphs from images, the Harris corner detection algorithm23 is used to extract corner features from images. Based on these corner points,
a The original color features are very informative, such that the classi¯cation performance was already so
high that the structure could not add any additional information.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

Fig. 4. An example image of class (a) 10; (b) 13; (c) 18; (d) 40; (e) 44; (f) 49; (g) 51; (h) 61; (i) 65; and (j)
66, respectively.

a Delaunay triangulation is applied. The result of the triangulation is then converted
into a graph by representing lines by undirected edges and ending points of lines by
nodes. Each node is labeled with a two dimensional attribute giving its position,
while edges are unlabeled.
The coil-sift dataset detects the sift keypoints31 instead of Harris points. Sift
points are corner points with 128 dimensional descriptors, which are used as the
feature vectors for graph nodes. The coil-sift uses the same procedure for transforming images into graphs as the coil-harris.
The di®erence among the coil-segment, coil-harris and coil-sift datasets is that the
coil-segment has much simpler structure compared to coil-harris and coil-sift because
usually only few segments can be extracted from an image while many corner points
or keypoints can be detected. The coil-sift dataset has more complex features (128 in
total) while coil-harris and coil-segment only have 2 and 4 dimensions, respectively.
Another real-world dataset Mutagenicity44 is also used in the experiments. Mutagenicity refers to a property of chemical compounds. The molecules are converted
into graphs in a straightforward manner by representing atoms as nodes and the
covalent bonds as edges. Nodes are labeled with the corresponding chemical symbol.
The average number of nodes of a graph is 30:3  20:1, and the average number of
edges is 30:7  16:8. The Mutagenicity dataset is divided into two classes, i.e. mutagen and nonmutagen. There are 4337 objects in total (2401 mutagen and 1936
nonmutagen). However, we only take a subset of this dataset in the experiments by
using only every 5th object, resulting in a subset of 867 objects.
In the experiments, 20% of images are randomly taken as the training dataset,
and the rest 80% are taken as the testing dataset. All the experiments are repeated
100 times and the average classi¯cation error is recorded. The standard deviations of
the results are very small due to 100 repetitions and are therefore ignored.
The results of the modi¯ed graph edit distance are presented in Figs. 58, the
results of the modi¯ed shortest path kernel are presented in Figs. 912. In each
1260005-12
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Results of coil-segment for modi¯ed graph edit distance (color online).

¯gure, a comparison is made between the modi¯ed method (represented by solid lines
with star symbols) and the weighted average of pure structure and pure feature
information (represented by solid lines with circles). On the x-axis is the parameter ,
when  ¼ 0, only structure information is used and when  ¼ 1, only feature information is used. Therefore, at  ¼ 0, the graph edit distance and shortest path
kernel are applied on unlabeled graphs, producing a dissimilarity matrix D0 , whereas
at  ¼ 1, the procedures are applied to two sets of feature vectors, resulting in
0.9
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Results of coil-harris for modi¯ed graph edit distance (color online).
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Fig. 7. Results of coil-sift for modi¯ed graph edit distance (color online).

dissimilarity matrix D1 . The weighted average matrix DW ðÞ is then computed as
follows:
DW ðÞ ¼ D1 þ ð1  ÞD0 :

ð11Þ

On the y-axis of the ¯gures is the average classi¯cation error of three di®erent
classi¯ers: the nearest neighbor in the original space (black lines, also denoted by
1nnc), the nearest neighbor in the dissimilarity space (red lines, also denoted by
0.44
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Results of Mutagenicity for modi¯ed graph edit distance (color online).
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Fig. 9. Results of coil-segment for modi¯ed shortest path kernel (color online).

1nndc) and the support vector classi¯er (blue lines, also denoted by svc). Note that
the graph edit distance procedures can only produce pairwise distances for graphs,
and therefore only the nearest neighbor classi¯ers can be adopted in the original
space. But in the dissimilarity space, the distances of one object to the other objects
are taken as the feature values and therefore one can adopt any classical pattern
recognition techniques.
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Fig. 10. Results of coil-harris for modi¯ed shortest path kernel (color online).
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Fig. 11. Results of coil-sift for modi¯ed shortest path kernel (color online).

5.1. Modi¯ed graph edit distance
The coil-segment dataset is with simple structure and simple features, and therefore
its performance of using only features or structures are both not good as in Fig. 5.
However, if we combine these two sources of information, signi¯cant improvements
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Fig. 12. Results of Mutagenicity for modi¯ed shortest path kernel (color online).
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can be observed both with weighted average and modi¯ed graph edit distance in the
dissimilarity space, especially when  ¼ 0:9. This suggests that not only the combination of feature and structure information can be helpful, but also changing the
impacts of these two information could make a lot of di®erence, and it is necessary to
balance these two information to obtain a better result. This phenomena can also be
observed in Figs. 6 and 7, even though the structure information is doing very good
already in these two datasets, and therefore the improvement of combining the two
information is less signi¯cant as with the coil-segment dataset.
From Figs. 57, we can also see that the modi¯ed graph edit distance is better
than weighted average in all cases, and therefore the dependency between the feature
and structure information should also be taken into account when computing the
graph distances. Also, the classi¯ers in the dissimilarity spaces perform much better
than classi¯ers in the original space, and svc is better than 1nnc. The dissimilarity
space therefore not only allows di®erent classi¯ers to be applied on structure data,
but also in general gives much better results than the original space. One very
intriguing results from these ¯gures is the signi¯cant improvement of the dissimilarity space over the original space when  ¼ 0 in the case of considering pure
structure. For the coil-harris and coil-sift datasets, the improvement is even around
70%. This suggests that there are intrinsic features within the graph structure and
these features can only be utilized by the classi¯ers in the dissimilarity space, but not
in the original space.
For the Mutagenicity dataset, the results are given in Fig. 8. The structures of
graphs are naturally given by the molecules, and the structure is more sparse (the
number of edges is much fewer) than the ones of the coil-100 dataset. One of the
reasons why there is no signi¯cant improvement of modi¯ed graph edit distance over
weighted average on the performance could be that the sparse structures contains
less intrinsic features. The sparse structures of graphs probably also introduce less
dependency between structures and features, and therefore modi¯ed graph edit
distance is not always better than weighted average. Nevertheless, we can still observe that the extra parameter  helps for ¯nding better results. Also, svc is much
better than 1nnc classi¯ers in both original space and dissimilarity space.
5.2. Modi¯ed graph kernel
The results of the modi¯ed shortest path kernel compared to weighted averaging are
presented in Figs. 912 for the coil-segment, coil-harris, coil-sift and mutagenicity
datasets, respectively.
Before running the classi¯ers on the matrices produced by the modi¯ed shortest
path kernel,
pwe
ﬃﬃ normalized the kernel matrix such that the diagonal is equal to 1 (by
Kðx; yÞ ¼ ðKðx; xÞ  Kðy; yÞÞ) and converted the kernel matrix to a dissimilarity
matrix using a procedure in DisTools.18 This was done in order to be able to compare
1nnc (which needs distances) to 1nndc and svc (which could also work with a similarity matrix directly).
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For the coil-segment, coil-harris and coil-sift datasets, the best results are
achieved when only feature information is used. This is somewhat surprising, because
it is expected that combining both information sources would be bene¯cial. A possible explanation could lie in the thresholds used for the bridge kernel on node values.
The main point of the threshold is to convert a distance to a similarity value greater
or equal to 0, so in principle it should be su±cient to set the threshold to the
maximum possible distance between nodes or edges, this way preserving as much
information as is contained in the distances. However, in our preliminary experiments, we noticed that choosing a lower threshold, thus setting the larger distances
to 0, often had a positive e®ect on performance. We did not investigate which
thresholds are best for a particular dataset, but attempted to choose reasonable
default values. For the coil-segment and coil-harris datasets, the original node distances were very large, but after normalizing the features to zero mean and unit
variance, a threshold of 2 was reasonable. This threshold was also used for the coilsift dataset. It might be the case that due to these thresholds, the performances at
 ¼ 1 are very good, which masks the fact that it is bene¯cial to use structure
information.
Similarly to the results of the edit distance, we see that in general, at di®erent
values of  the kernel performs better than the weighted average. This is only not the
case for svc on the coil-segment dataset, where svc performs much worse than the
nearest neighbor classi¯ers. Apart from this result, the three classi¯ers seem to have
comparable performance. This is very di®erent from the edit distance results, where
the classi¯ers in the dissimilarity space are clearly outperforming 1nnc.
For the mutagenecity dataset, we see quite a di®erent picture than in the coil
datasets. As each of the classi¯ers performs similarly using only feature or only
structure information, we see that combining the two is advantageous in this case.
However, for all three clasi¯ers the weighted averaging outperforms the shortest path
kernel. This suggests that the way  is introduced in the modi¯ed kernel is not able to
e®ectively combine the feature and structure similarities. This has an intuitive explanation. If we examine the inter-node distances in the dataset, we will notice that
this distance is either 0 or 1, because the node features are discrete (presence or
absence of chemical symbol). Therefore, applying  as we proposed does not change
the node similarity of the path. As a result, the matrices produced by the kernel are
very similar at di®erent values of , which is clearly re°ected by the results.
Weighted averaging does achieve di®erent matrices, and therefore much more variable perfomances can be seen. A di®erent usage of  in the modi¯ed kernel might
therefore be advantageous.
6. Discussion and Conclusion
Combining di®erent sources of information is expected to give better performance
than single information sources. However, how to combine the information sources to
achieve the most performance improvement is not always trivial. In this work, we
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propose the modi¯ed graph edit distance and the modi¯ed shortest path graph kernel
to adopt an extra parameter for controlling the impact of feature and structure
representations on computing graph distances. From the experimental results, we
can see improvements when the impact of the feature and structure representations
is properly scaled.
Another intriguing observation is that classi¯ers in the dissimilarity space can
outperform the nearest neighbor in original space if the graph dataset has intrinsic
dimensions within the structure. Even though the measurement of the intrinsic
dimensions is still not clear, it is still worth further investigation on the performances
of dissimilarity space with respect to the intrinsic dimensions of datasets. Another
point which might be worth investigating is the way the parameter which a®ects
feature and structure representations is applied to the shortest path kernel or graph
kernels in general.
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